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We have long suspected the existence of two theorems about the decom- 
position matrices of the symmetric groups which involve the removal of the 
first row or the first column from a diagram. The purpose of this paper is to 
state and prove these theorems. It is interesting to note that we have been 
unable to construct proofs which lie entirely within the framework of the 
representation theory of symmetric groups, and the symmetric groups results 
are here deduced from two stronger theorems concerning the representation 
theory of the general linear group. 
1. NOTATION 
We base our notation on that used by J. A. Green in his lecture notes on 
polynomial representations of GL, . [ 1 ] 
I(n, r) is the set of all functions i: { 1, 2 ,..., r} + { 1, 2 ,..., n}. An element of 
I(n, r) can be written as a “multi-index” (ii, i, ,..., i,) with values 
i, E { 1, 2,..., n}, and the symmetric group G(r) acts on I(n, r) on the right by 
in = (inc,, ,..., in&. 
If i, j, k, 1 E I(n, r), we write (i, j) - (k, I) if k = in and I = jrz for some 
7c E G(r). 
Let K be an infinite field. The Schur algebra S&z, r) has a K-basis 
{C,j: i, j E I(n, r)}, where we must take into account the equality rule that 
ri,j = ck,[ if and only if (i, j) - (k, I). The multiplication law for S,(n, r) is 
where the sum involves precisely one (p, q) from each w-class, and 
Z(i,j, k, Z, P, q) = Card{s E I(n. r): (i,j) - (p, s) and (k, I) - (s, q)}. 
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Let E be a vector space over K with basis {e,, e2,..., e,). The r-fold tensor 
power E Or has a basis 
{ei = ei, @ aa- @ eir: i E I(n, r)}. 
G(r) acts on E@’ by eirc = ei,, , and S&r, r) acts on E@’ according to the rule 
ti,jek=C {es: (s, k)- (i,j)}. 
The way in which S,(n, r)-submodules of E”’ coincide with GL,(K)- 
submodules of E@’ is explained in [ 1, pp. 23-251. 
If A = (A, )...) A,) is a partition of r and [A] = {(s, t): 1 < s, 1 < t < A,} is its 
diagram, choose a bijection T”: [A] -+ { 1,2,..., I}. T’ is called the basic II- 
tableau. For our purposes, it is convenient to specify that 
P(l,A,-j)=r-jfor O<j<A,-- 1. 
C(p) is the column stabilizer of p, and {C(p)} := C {s(n)n: 
wX(p)}EKG() h r , w ere S(X) is the signature of 7~. 
Let E = Z(A) E Z(n, I) be such that ZTn(,,f) =s for all (s, t) E [A]. The Weyl 
module V, ,K is the S,(n, r)-submodule of E@’ whose K-basis is 
{ri,re,{C(p)} : i E Z(n, r) and ip is standard} 
(see [I, Theorem 5.3(b)]). V,,, has a unique maximal S&z, r)-submodule 
c,y. Let FA,K = V,,x/c,y. Every composition factor of V,,, has the form 
FA,K for some A with A 4 ,u. 
Here is an example which illustrates the two theorems we shall prove 
about Weyl modules: 
Suppose that char K = 3 and n > 4. The matrix recording the composition 
factors of Weyl modules corresponding to partitions of 3 is 
F (I’).K F (2,1),K F (3J.K 
V (1jj.K 1 0 
V (2,lJ.K 1 1 
V 13j.K 0 1 
We shall prove that parts of the matrix recording the composition factors 
of Weyl modules corresponding to partitions of 7 are 
F (4,13),K F (4.2,1),~ F (4,3),K 
V (4,1’),K 1 0 0 
V (4,2,1),K 1 1 0 
‘(4,3),K 0 1 1 
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and 
F (23,1),K F (3,2,12),K F (4.13)s 
V (23,1),K 1 0 
V (3.2,1*)X 1 1 
v(4,13M 0 1 
2. REMOVING THE FIRST Row 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that K is an infinite field. Let A= (AI, 1, ,..., I,), 
Lj = ~,,P2Y..~&l ) be partitions of I such that 2, = ,u, = m, and let 
?L = (I,) I, )...) A,), ti= (jt2,,u3 ,..., p,). Then, as GL,(K)-modules, the 
composition multiplicity of FA,K in VLI,x. equals the composition multiplicity of 
FkK in VL~. 
Proo$ Write S = ,S,(n, r). Let Z*(n, r) be the subset of Z(n, r) consisting 
of those functions for which ir-m+l=ir--m+2=... =i,= 1 and i,# 1 for 
1 <p< r- m. If iEZ*(n, r), let i denote the element of Z(n - 1, r-m) 
obtained by omitting ire,,,+,, .ir-m+2,..., i, from i, and changing i, to i, - 1 
for 1 < p < r - m. Then i-+ i gives a bijection between Z*(n, r) and 
Z(n - 1, r - m). Thus (Ti,i: i, j E Z*(n, r)} is a K-basis for S,(n - 1, r - m). 
We now divide the proof into live steps. 
Step 1. Let q = C ri,i, the sum being over the distinct elements ri,i with 
i E Z*(n, r). The multiplication rule for S shows that 
Vti,j=ti,j if ix E Z*(n, r) for some 71 E G(r) 
=o otherwise. 
ti,jV = ti,j if jlr E Z*(n, r) for some x E G(r) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Therefore, q2 = v and +Sy has a K-basis consisting of 
(S,j: in,, jr, E Z*(n, r) for some 7c,, rc2 E G(r)}. 
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Also, 
vei = e, if ix E Z*(n, r) for some 72 E G( 
=o otherwise. 
Now let v be a partition of r. 
If V, < m and i E Z(n, r) with iT standard, then Card{p 
so r~&,~~, = 0. Therefore, nV,,, = 0 = tlr;,,,. 
:i,= l}<v, <m, 
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If v, = m, then qe,,,, = e,,,,, so qel(,,{C(F’)} = e,(v,{C(I”)} which belongs 
to qV,,, but not to r~c,F. Therefore, vF,,~# 0. 
If V, > pi, then v &I ,u, so the composition mumtiplicity of I;,,, in V,,, is 
zero. 
Theorem 6.2g and Lemma 6.6b in [l] now give: 
All nSn composition factors of vV,,~ have the form vF,,~ for 
some 1 with I, = p, = m, and the composition multiplicity of 
rlF,,K in vV,,~ (as @Z-modules) equals the composition 
multiplicity of FA,K in VW,, (as S-modules). (2.1) 
Step 2. Consider the subspace S, of +S?Z spanned by 
{<i,j : i, j E Z*(n, r)}. 
We claim that S, is an algebra, isomorphic to S,(n - 1, r - m). If a, b, c, d 
belong to Z*(n, r), then the multiplication rule for S gives 
(2.2) 
where Z(a, b, c, d, p, q) is the cardinality of 
X := {s E Z(n, r): (a, b) - (p, s) and (c, d) - (s, q)}. 
X is non-empty only if qn = d E Z*(n, r) for some n E G(r), so we may 
take the sum in (2.2) over --class representatives (p, q) for which 
q E Z*(n, r). But then (c, d) - (s, q) only if s E Z*(n, r), and together with the 
condition that (a, b) - (p, s) this implies that p E Z*(n, r). Thus, we may 
take the sum in (2.2) over --class representatives (p, q) for which both p 
and q belong to Z*(n, r). Then the cardinality of X equals the cardinality of 
{FEZ(n-- l,r-m):(&i)-(j&s3 and (E,d))-(F,@}. 
Therefore, 
This proves 
The linear map 8, : S, -+ S,(n - 1, r - m) defined by O,(<i,j) = 
rij is an algebra isomorphism. (2.3) 
Step 3. Let Z? be the subspace of E spanned by {e, e2 ,..., e,- 1 }, and 
consider the linear map 8 from E@ onto Z!?@(‘-m’ defined by 
B(e,) = ei if iEZ*(n,r) 
=o otherwise. 
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Let i, j E I*@, r). Then in E I*(n, r) if and only ifjz E I*@, r). Therefore, 
O(<i,jek)=o(C les: (s3 k)k (i9j)/) 
= Z{es:(s;k^)-(1;.i31 
I 
if k E I*(n, r) 
0 if k $ I*(n, r) 
= ti,PZ 
1 
if k E P(n, r) 
0 if k 62 I*(n, r) 
= O1 CC, j) e(ek>* 
Hence 
w3) = O,(S) O(x) for r E s, and x CZ E@‘. (2.4) 
Step 4. Assume that I = (A,, &,..., a,) is a partition of r with k1 = M. 
Recall our definition of the basic A-tableau p. Define the basic X-tableau fl 
by 
fl : (s, t) + P(s + 1, t). 
Our choice of p ensures 9 : ]I] --) (1,2,..., r - m}, 
Let i E I*@, r). Then for II E C(p), iz E I*@, r) if and only if 
n E G(r - m). Hence 
O(e~lc(p>~) = ei~c(rx~~~ 
In particular, if I= I(k), then T= r(x) and 
Now, {Ti,lel{C(P)} : i E I*(n, r) and iT’ is standard) is a basis of r,rV,,, 
and {Ti,TeTlC(~)} : 19 is standard) is a basis for VX,K when we regard VA,, 
as an S&I - 1, r - m)-module. But i-t i is a bijection between 
(i: i E I*@, r) and ip is standard} and { j : j E I(n - I, r - m) and j+ is 
standard]. Thus, if we use 0 to denote the restriction of 0 to r,rVA,,, we have 
s is a vector space isomorphism between qV,,, and VX,K. (2.5) 
Now let i, j E I*@, r) and see [ 1, p. 741 for the definition of (( , )). We 
have 
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Since +!P’{ C(P)} is spanned by vectors of the form ei{C(p)) with 
i E I*(n, r), we obtain 
((4 Y)) = ((&x)3 e(Y))) for 4 Y E VWWN. (2.6) 
But, by (5.5~) in [I], 
x-PyTa,“ox~rvA,K and ((x3 Y 1) = 0 for all y E VV,,, 
-3 &x) E v,,, and ((B(x), e(Y)>) = 0 
for all O(y) E Vx,K by (2.6) 
d?(x)E vy,y since @ is an isomorphism. 
Thus 
&p-y,yBKx) = vy,“K”. (2.7) 
Since Vx,,/V$,y is an irreducible ,S,(n - 1, r - m)-module, results 
(2.3)-(2.7) show that 
wA,KYQPY,~) = vF,l,, is an irreducible S,-module, as well as 
an irreducible qSq-module. (2.8) 
Step 5. By result (2.1), rV,,, has an $+composition series 
flV,,K = U,~U,3*.- 3uo=o, 
where U,/U,+ i E qFA,,,,, for some partition A”’ with I\” = ,u, . By (2.8), this 
is also an S,-composition series. 
If A, =,u~ = m, then 
the S-composition multiplicity of FA,K in VP,K 
= the $Q-composition multiplicity of rtF,,, in qV,,,, by (2.1) 
= the S ,-composition multiplicity of ‘IF,,, in ~IV,,, , by (2.8) 
= the S,(n - 1, r - m)-composition multiplicity of FX,K in Vz,x, 
by (2.3)-(2.7) 
= the S,(n, r - m)-composition multiplicity of FX,K in V,,, 
by Theorem 6.6e in [ 11. 
This is the required result. 
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3. REMOVING THE FIRST COLUMN 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that K is an infinite field. Let /z = (a,, &,..., a,), 
F = CEI,,&Y-.&n ) be partitions of r with 1, # 0, A,+ 1 = 0, pm f 0, p,, , = 0, 
and let x = (a1 - 1, a2 - l,..., 2, - 1, &+,,...,&J and 
$=@I- l,&- L...,Pm- LPm+l,..‘, p,). Then, as GL,(K)-modules, the 
composition muitiplicit~ of F1,R in VW,K equals the composition mult~lici~ of 
FM in V,W 
Proof: Consider first the case where n = m. Let A = V1,nj,K. Then A is 
just the “determinant module” for GL,(K). That is, A is a l-dimensional 
vector space with basis (51 and gS = (det g)6 for g E GL,(K). Also, 
VW,RzA@ V,,K. If 
V r;,x=uo3u1”” 3u,=o 
is a GL,(K)-composition series for V,,, with Ui/Ui,, E Fxcn,K (Il(” some 
partition of r), then 
VW,K=A@ UOzA@ U,=,... IDA@ V,=O 
is a Gus-composition series for V,,K with 
This proves the result in the case where n = m. In generai, the result comes 
from this special case, by applying Theorem 6.6e in [ 11, 
4. THE RESULTS FOR THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
Let S’ be the Specht module corresponding to the partition I, defined over 
an arbitrary tield K of characteristic p. Let S, be the dual of S’. When I is 
p-regular, let D’ be the unique irreducible image of Sa, and when I is 
column p-regular, let D, be the unique irreducible image of S,. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that L and ,u are partitions of r with 1, = ,u, = m 
and I column p-regular. Let 2 = (A,, 1, ,...) and .ti = @,,,u, ,... ). Then the 
composition multiplicity of D, in S, (as G(r)-moduies) equals the 
composition of Dx in S, (as G(r - m)-modules). 
Proof: If K is infinite, the result comes immediately from Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 6.6g in [ 11. But every field is a splitting field for symmetric groups, 
so the Theorem is true for all fields. 
In the same way we get from Theorem 2: 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that A= (A, ,..., A,) and ,u = @I ,,..., ,u,) are 
partition of r with A,, ,u, f 0 and A ca~umn p-regular. Let I= 
(A, - l,...,rZ,- 1) and @= (ttl - l,...,,ul, - 1). Then the composition 
multiplicity of D, in S, (as G(r)-modules) equals the composition multiplicity 
of LIl in S; (as G(r - m)-modules). 
Let ,u’ denote the partition conjugate to y. Since SW’ Z S, @Sflr) and 
DA’ z D, 0 Sf,3 when I is column p-regular, we deduce Theorem 5 and 6 
from Theorem 4 and 3, respectively: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that A and p are partitions of r with A, = ,u, = m 
and 2 p-regular. Let I= (A,, A, ,..,) and ,t7 = (,u,,pu, , ,, ). Then the composition 
multiplicity of Da in S’ (as G(r)-modules) equals the composition multiplicity 
of Dx in S” (us G(r - m)-modules). 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that A = (A ,,..., A,) and ,u = (u ,,..., ,u,) are 
partitions of r with A,, ,u,,, # 0 and 2 p-regular. Let 2 = (A, - l,..., A,,, - 1) 
and & = (,u, - l,...,~,,, - I). Then the composition multiplicity of DA in S” (as 
G~r)-modules) equals the composition mult~lici~ of Dx in S” (as Gtr - m)- 
modules ).
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